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A Fully-Adaptive Smart Antenna Prototype: Ideal
Model and Experimental Validation in Complex
Interferene Senarios
M. Benedetti, G. Oliveri, P. Roa, and A. Massa
Abstrat
In this paper, the arhiteture of a smart antenna prototype is desribed and its
funtionality assessed. The system prototype is omposed by an 8-elements linear
array of dipoles with a nite reeting plane and the adaptive behavior is obtained
modifying a set of array weights with eletronially-driven vetor modulators. In
order to real-time reat to omplex interferene senarios, the system is ontrolled
by a software ontrol module based on a Partile Swarm Optimizer. To demon-
strate the feasibility and the eetiveness of the proposed implementation, a set of
representative results onerned with dierent interferene senarios is reported and
disussed.
Index Terms:
Smart Antennas, Adaptive Array, Phased Arrays, Adaptive Control, Par-
tile Swarm Optimizer.
2
1 Introdution
Thanks to the development of wireless tehnologies, mobile ommuniation devies have
known a wide diusion in the last deade. To properly deal with omplex senarios
haraterized by multiple users as well as dierent standards, ommuniation systems that
allow a suitable quality of servie (QoS) and an enhaned seurity are needed [1℄. In this
framework, smart antennas [2℄-[4℄ have been reognized as promising tools for an eient
management of the physial layer. Suh systems usually onsist of an antenna array
and a signal proessing module to real-time maximize the quality of the ommuniation
evaluated (at the physial layer) in terms of signal-to-interferene-plus-noise ratio (SINR)
at the reeiver. Towards this end, smart antennas steer the main lobe of the beam pattern
to trak the desired signal and anel the interferenes determining suitable attenuation
values along the jammers diretions. As a onsequene, the hannel apaity and the
servie overage turn out to be inreased with respet to standard solutions [5℄. On the
other hand, thanks to their reongurability, smart antennas have been also employed in
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) wireless systems [6℄[7℄.
Although the eetiveness of a hardware implementation has been theoretially proved [8℄,
the tehnologial diulties and osts for the implementation of fully-adaptive solutions
prevented a widespread appliation of smart antennas in wireless ommuniations. As
a matter of fat, simpler arhitetures have been usually onsidered (e.g., reongurable
parasiti antennas or swithed beam antennas [9℄). As far as parasiti arhitetures are
onerned, several prototypes have been implemented by exploiting the theoretial basis
of the funtioning of the Uda-Yagi antennas [10℄[11℄ (i.e., a single ative antenna whose
pattern is shaped by means of a set of real-time ontrolled parasiti elements). Despite
ompat sizes and low-ost arhitetures, suh devies are not able to steer the position
of the pattern nulls in a ontinuous way, thus limiting the adaptation to the environment
of the whole transmission system.
Consequently, some eorts have been devoted to realize a fully-adaptive behavior and
more omplex prototypes have been built. Some devies have been implemented making
use of omplex aquisition systems, where the signal is olleted at the reeiver and at
the output of the array elements in order to ompute the o-variane matrix [12℄[13℄. The
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adopted ontrol strategies are based on the gradient method (e.g., the least mean square
algorithm by Widrow [14℄) for the minimization of a ost funtion dened as the error
between the reeived signal and a referene one. On the other hand, simpler fully-adaptive
systems based on the measurement of the reeived signal at the reeiver have been also
implemented [15℄. Suh devies are usually ontrolled by means of heuristi optimization
strategies aimed at maximizing a suitable tness funtion proportional to the signal-to-
interferene-plus-noise ratio. In both ases, the eetiveness of the implementation has
been assessed by omparing measured and simulated radiation patterns in orrespondene
with a single interferer inoming from a xed diretion.
This paper disusses the implementation of a fully-adaptive smart antenna devoted to
the real-time suppression of multiple jammers and fous on the experimental validation
by onsidering omplex interferene senarios. The antenna has already been presented
by Azaro et al. [16℄ and its funtionalities have been preliminary assessed by onsidering
a simple experiment [17℄. The prototype is haraterized by a simple funtional sheme
where the signals olleted by the array elements are suitably weighted by the hardware
ontrol unit aording to an iterative strategy based on a ustomized version of the Partile
Swarm Optimizer (PSO) [18℄ to maximize a suitable tness funtion. As far as the
validation is onerned, a seleted set of experiments haraterized by multiple slots of
time and dierent diretions of arrival for the interferenes is onsidered. The eieny
of the proposed implementation is analyzed in terms of both the behavior of the signal-to-
interferene-plus-noise (SINR) ratio and the apability of plaing nulls in suitable positions
of the radiation pattern.
The paper is strutured as follows. In Set. 2, the behavior of the smart antenna is
briey outlined. Setion 3 is onerned with the desription of the arhiteture of the
smart antenna. The validation of the prototype is then disussed in Set. 4, where a
seleted set of measurements of the signal-to-interferene-plus-noise ratio as well as of the
radiation patterns is ompared with the results of the numerial simulations. Finally,
some onlusions are drawn (Set. 5).
4
2 Smart Antenna Behavior
Let us onsider a linear array of M equally-spaed elements. At eah time-step(1) tl,
l = 1, ..., L, the antenna reeives a signal from a desired soure and a set of Q interfering
soures. The signal olleted at the m-th element of the array is given by
sm (tl) = dm (tl) +
Q∑
q=1
uq,m (tl) + nm (tl) m = 1, ...,M (1)
where dm and uq,m denote the ontribution of the desired signal and of the q-th interfer-
ene, q = 1, ..., Q, respetively. Moreover, nm models the unorrelated bakground noise.
With referene to Fig. 1, the signal y (tl) available at the output of the reeiver turns out
to be
y (tl) =
M∑
m=1
wm (tl) sm (tl) (2)
where wm (tl) = αm (tl) e
jβm(tl)
is the m-th omplex weight at the l-th time-step.
As far as the smart behavior of the system is onerned, the weight vetor w (tl) =
{wm (tl) ; m = 1, ...,M} is updated at eah time-step to reat to the ontinuously (i.e.,
at eah time-step) hanging interferene/environment onditions, thus maximizing the
signal-to-interferene-plus-noise ratio (SINR) at the reeiver. Sine the SINR is not usu-
ally/easily measurable at the reeiver, the total power Ψtot (tl) of the output signal y (tl)
is onsidered [19℄[20℄ as an index of the system performane and the tness funtion Θ (tl)
Θ (tl) =
∣∣∣∑Mm=1 αm (tl) ej[ 2piλ xmosφd+βm(tl)]
∣∣∣2
Ψtot (tl)
(3)
is maximized to determine the optimal weight vetor wopt (tl) = arg [maxwSINR {w (tl)}]
[20℄. In (3), xm is the position of the m-th element, φ
d
and φuq , q = 1, ..., Q, are the
diretions of arrival (DoAs) of the desired and q-th jammer, respetively. For the sake of
larity, the measured value of Ψtot is obviously related to the array oeients aording
(1)
A time-step is a slot of time, between two onseutive snapshots, haraterized by the presene of
a desired signal and a xed number of interfering signals with invariant diretions of arrival (DoAs).
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to the following relationship
Ψtot (tl) =
M∑
m=1
αm (tl) e
jβm(tl)
M∑
i=1
αi (tl) e
−jβi(tl)Ωtoti,m (4)
where Ωtoti,m is the (i, m)-th entry of the o-variane matrix of the reeived signal y (tl)
[21℄.
At eah time-step, the arising optimization problem
wopt (tl) = arg [maxwΘ {w (tl)}] (5)
is then solved by means of a PSO-driven approah following the implementation guidelines
in [18℄. More speially, a swarm of P partiles is used to model the trial solutions at
eah time-step. The swarm samples the solution spae in a set of suessive iterations,
kl = 1, ..., Kmax (kl being the iteration index of the l-th time-step) by exploiting the
history of the swarm as well as the knowledge of the optimal solutions at the previous
steps (i.e., the so-alled swarm memory Π (tl) =
{
wopt (ti) , i = l − 1, l − 2, ....
}
) until the
new time-step (l ← l + 1) or when Θ {w (tl)} ≥ η, η being a user-dened onvergene
threshold [22℄.
3 Arhiteture of the Smart Antenna
The smart antenna prototype operates as a reeiving system in the ISM band (fc =
2.45GHz). It is omposed by the funtional bloks shown in Fig. 1: (a) a Radiating
Module [Fig. 2(a)℄; (b) a Hardware Control Module [Fig. 2(b)℄; () a Radio-frequeny
Signals Combiner; and (d) a Software Control Module [16℄[17℄. For the sake of omplete-
ness, the arhiteture of the funtional bloks is desribed in the following subsetions.
(a) Radiating Module
The array onsists of M = 8 (D = λ
2
being the inter-element distane where λ is the
free-spae wavelength) printed dipoles built following the indiations given in [23℄. More
speially, the ground plane of the feeding mirostrip line and the half-wave dipole strips
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have been printed on the same plane, while the via-hole balun has been plaed on the
other side of the FR-4 substrate. With referene to Fig. 2(a), a nite reeting plane of
length L = 4.5 λ and height H = λ has been plaed behind and parallel to the dipoles at
a distane W = 0.25 λ from their arms.
(b) Hardware Control Module
The HW Control Module is omposed by a set of M AD8341 Analog Devie RF vetor
modulators [24℄ that weight the signals sm (kl), m = 1, ...,M , from the array elements
with the oeients wm (kl), m = 1, ...,M , omputed by the PSO-driven ontrol. Suh a
module has been installed on a FR-4 printed iruit board (PCB) and eah modulator is
driven by two low-frequeny dierential signals νm (kl), ζm (kl) ∈ [−0.5, 0.5 V ] (Fig. 1) to
generate a phase shift value βm equal to
βm (kl) = artan
νm (kl)
ζm (kl)
, βm ∈ [0; 360] , (6)
and an attenuation given by
αm (kl) =
√
ζm (kl)
2 + νm (kl)
2
, αm ≤ 0.5 (7)
in the range αm ∈ [4.5 dB; 34.5 dB].
() Radio-frequeny Signal Combiner
The M = 8 RF signals oming from the HW Control Module are added, by means of
the RF power ombiner shown in [Fig. 2(b)℄, to determine the output signal y (kl). The
ombiner is omposed by seven Wilkinson devies [25℄ printed on an Arlon N25 substrate.
(d) PSO-driven Software Control Module
The output signal is then proessed by a spetrum analyzer Agilent ESA-E4404 to mea-
sure the total output power Ψtot (kl). Suh an information is then transferred to the
Software (SW) Control Module by means of a GPIB input interfae. Conerning the SW
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Control Module, it onsists of a personal omputer (PC) where the input/output ommu-
niation interfaes and a SW unit, whih implements the PSO-driven ontrol logi [18℄,
have been installed. At eah time step tl, the SW module maximizes the SINR by looking
for the optimal set {[ζoptm (tl) , ν
opt
m (tl)] ; m = 1, ...,M} of the dierential signals (i.e., the
orresponding optimal weight onguration, wopt (tl) = {w
opt
m (tl) ; m = 1, ...,M}, being
wopt (tl) = arg
[
maxp=1,...,PΘ
{
wp (kl)
}]
) that optimizes (3).
4 Experimental Validation
This setion is onerned with the experimental validation of the smart antenna proto-
type. Firstly, the results of a preliminary testing and alibration of the prototype will
be disussed. Then, the behavior of the prototype in dealing with omplex interferene
senarios will be desribed and analyzed in order to assess the feasibility of the adaptive
ontrol ad the reliability/eetiveness of the proposed implementation.
4.1 Preliminary Calibration and Testing
A preliminary alibration and testing of the prototype has been arried out by omparing,
for eah funtional blok, the numerial simulations of the design phase with a set of
experimental measurements. For the sake of brevity, the behavior of the HW Control
Module and of the whole system in a stati onguration is disussed here.
The rst validation is onerned with the auray of the RF vetor modulator in gener-
ating the required attenuation and phase shift values. Towards this purpose, let us dene
the error indexes
∆ =
√
α2 + α˜2 − 2αα˜os
(
β − β˜
)
(8)
and
δ = |α− α˜| (9)
where the supersript ˜ indiates an experimentally measured quantity. Table 1 sum-
marizes the obtained results in orrespondene with a set of representative values of the
ontrol signals. As it an be notied, the error ∆ is lower than 0.17 and suh a mismath-
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ing between simulated and measured values is mainly due to the approximation of the α
oeient. As a onsequene, the weight amplitudes have been xed to αm (kl) = 0.5;
m = 1, ...,M ; l = 1, ..., L and the adaptive ontrol has been obtained by adjusting the
phase oeients βm (kl).
The seond experiment deals with a stati senario and it is aimed at assessing the ability
of the whole system to reprodue the simulated quiesent pattern. Towards this end,
the radiation pattern G(φ) has been measured in a ontrolled environment (i.e., anehoi
hamber) and it has been ompared with the orresponding data from the numerial
simulation [22℄. Figure 3 shows the pattern generated by setting wm = 0.5, m = 1, ...,M .
As it an be observed, the simulated pattern is arefully mathed despite a shift of the
angular positions of the nulls. Suh a dierene is mainly aused by the mutual oupling
eets and the presene of the nite reeting plane. As a matter of fat, the numerial
simulator did not model the atual struture of the smart antenna, but an ideal array of
point-like ideal radiators.
4.2 Validation in Complex Time-Varying Senarios
This subsetion is aimed at analyzing the performane of the prototype in a time-varying
situation. The results of three experiments onerned with variations on DoAs, inter-
ferene power, and number of jammers will be presented and disussed. As far as the
measurement setup is onerned, the interferene soures have been plaed in front of the
smart antenna along a irular perimeter (ρ = 28 λ) and at dierent angular positions
(Fig. 4).
Experiment A
The senario of the rst experiment is onerned with a single interferene soure (Q = 1)
whose DoA and power have been varied aording to the evolution detailed in Tab. II.
Moreover, φd has been set to 0 and Ψd = 100mW .
The obtained results are summarized in Fig. 5 where the behavior of the SINR at the
reeiver versus the iteration index χ (χ ,
∑L
l=1 kl) [Fig. 5(a)℄ and two representative
samples of the radiation pattern [Figs. 5(b)-5()℄ are reported. As for the SINR at eah
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iteration χ, it has been omputed as follows
SINR (χ) =
Ψ˜d (χ)− nˆ (χ)
Ψ˜u (χ)
(10)
where Ψ˜d (χ) and Ψ˜u (χ) are the power of the desired signal and of the undesired one
measured when turning o the interferene soures [i.e., uq (χ) = 0, q = 1, ..., Q℄ and the
desired signal [i.e., d (χ) = 0℄, respetively. Moreover, nˆ (χ) is the noise level estimated at
the χ-th iteration turning o both d (χ) and uq (χ), q = 1, ..., Q. With referene to Fig.
5(a), the SINR values measured at eah time-step tl, l = 1, ..., L turn out to be always
greater than 32 dB with a dynamis of about 10 dB [SINR (t1) = 33.86 dB, SINR (t2) =
38.48 dB, SINR (t3) = 42.36 dB, SINR (t4) = 32.96 dB, and SINR (t5) = 34.86 dB℄.
As for the response of the PSO-driven software ontrol module, the omputation time
required by eah iteration is in the order of 1.6ms on a CPU Intel P4, as also reported
in [18℄. For omparison purposes, the plot of the SINR simulated with the model in [18℄
is reported, as well. As it an be observed, there is an aeptable agreement between the
two plots although some dierenes ours sine the model does not reprodue the atual
struture of the antenna
(2)
.
In order to give some indiations of the eets of the SINR maximization on the antenna
beamforming, some samples of the radiation pattern in orrespondene with dierent
time-steps are shown. More speially, Figure 5(b) shows the pattern shape at the step
l = 1 [SINR (t1) = 33.86 dB℄ when the interferene impinges on the array from φ
u = 69
with a power equal to 150mW . The measured beam pattern is haraterized by a null of
about −22 dB along the jammer diretion φ = φu. A similar result is obtained at l = 3
for a jammer oming from the diretion φu = 132 with a lower power level (Ψu = 80mW )
[Fig. 5()℄.
Experiment B
In the seond experiment, the interferene senario is haraterized by Q = 2 undesired
soures with the desired signal that impinges on the antenna from φd = 0. Unlike the
(2)
The numerial simulations are performed by onsidering an ideal array of point-like soures plaed
in front of an innite reeting plane at a distane of 0.25 wavelengths.
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previous experiment, the power of jammers has been set to the same value of that of d (tl)
(i.e., Ψd = Ψu = 100mW ).
Although the DoAs of the interferenes have been varied as in Tab. III, the smart an-
tenna is able to obtain SINR values at the reeiver in the range 20.23 dB ≤ SINR (tl) ≤
23.45 dB [Fig. 6(a)℄. As expeted, the average SINR value redues ompared to that of the
previous experiment beause of the presene of two undesired signals (avl=1,...,L {SINR (tl)}⌋ExpB =
21.81 dB vs. avl=1,...,L {SINR (tl)}⌋ExpA = 36.46 dB). However, the radiation patterns
are still haraterized by nulls eetively loated at φuq (t2) = {111, 78} [Fig. 6(b)℄ and
φuq (t3) = {114, 132} [Fig. 6()℄ further onrming the onlusions on the interferene re-
jetion of the smart antenna prototype. More speially, the nulls obtained with the
PSO-driven ontrol have the following depths: G {φu1 (t2)} = −27 dB, G {φ
u
2 (t2)} =
−17 dB in the seond time-step (l = 2) [Fig. 6(b)℄ and G {φu1 (t3)} = −23 dB and
G {φu2 (t3)} = −27 dB at l = 3 [Fig. 6()℄.
Conerning the omparison between simulated and measured patterns, there is a good
agreement about the positions of the nulls as well as on the pattern shape in the range
30 < φ < 150, while non-negligible dierenes our in the other angular regions due to
the limited dimensions of the measurement environment.
Experiment C
The last experiment is onerned with the same setup of the Experiment B exept for the
number of interferers (Q = 3) and their DoAs as desribed in Tab. IV. The plot of the
SINR versus the iteration index χ is shown in Fig. 7(a). As it an be observed, the range
of the SINR is 12.17 dB ≤ SINR (tl) ≤ 21.08 dB and the eetiveness of the interferene
suppression proedure is still assessed as onrmed by the pattern samples shown in Fig.
7(b) (l = 3) and Fig. 7() (l = 4). As regards l = 3, the measured loations of the nulls
turn out to be lose to the simulated ones even though they are not ompletely aligned to
the DoAs of the undesired signals. However, the attenuation in orrespondene with the
jammers is always lower than 10 dB, sine G {φu1 (t3)} = −11 dB, G {φ
u
2 (t3)} = −12 dB,
and G {φu3 (t3)} = −12 dB. On the ontrary, Figure 7() shows that, at the time-step
l = 4, the nulls are eetively loated along the diretions φu1 (t4) = 120, φ
u
2 (t4) = 132,
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and φu3 (t4) = 102, with a depth of G {φ
u
1 (t4)} = −24 dB, G {φ
u
2 (t4)} = −20 dB, and
G {φu3 (t4)} = −27 dB, respetively.
5 Conlusions
In this paper, an experimental realization of a fully adaptive array has been disussed.
The system is haraterized by a simple arhiteture onsisting of a radiating module, a
HW ontrol module, a power ombiner, and a SW ontrol module. The signal reeived
at the array elements is suitably proessed aording to a PSO-based ontrol strategy
aimed at maximizing the SINR at the output the system. The experimental validation
has demonstrated the feasibility of the adaptive ontrol as well as the reliability of the
antenna prototype.
More speially, the proposed implementation is haraterized by
• a low-omplexity and low-ost arhiteture able to shift the loations of the pattern
nulls in a ontinuous way;
• apability of adaptively reat to hanging interferene senarios haraterized by
single and multiple jammers;
• apability of optimizing the system performane in terms of SINR values and sup-
pression of the interferenes.
As for future developments, they will be onerned with
• the analysis and a suessive implementation of more realisti numerial models
aimed at arefully modeling the non-ideal behavior of the array (e.g., non-ideal
array elements, the presene of the reeting plane, mutual oupling eets, et..);
• the design and testing of more ompat geometries useful for an integration in small
size wireless devies (e.g., mobile stations and wireless sensor nodes).
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Figure Captions
• Figure 1. Arhiteture of the Fully-Adaptive Smart Antenna prototype. Funtional
blok diagram of the system.
• Figure 2. Photographs of the Fully-Adaptive Smart Antenna prototype: (a) Front
view (Radiating Module) and (b) bak view (HW Control Module and Power Com-
biner).
• Figure 3. Testing Phase - Quiesent radiation pattern.
• Figure 4. Testing Phase - Sketh of the geometry of the testing setup.
• Figure 5. Experiment A - (a) Behavior of the SINR versus the iteration index χ.
Beam pattern synthesized at (b) l = 1 and () l = 3.
• Figure 6. Experiment B - (a) Behavior of the SINR versus the iteration index χ.
Beam pattern synthesized at the time-steps (b) l = 2 and () l = 3.
• Figure 7. Experiment C - (a) Behavior of the SINR versus the iteration index χ.
Beam pattern synthesized at (b) l = 3 and () l = 4.
Table Captions
• Table I. Testing Phase - Error indexes.
• Table II. Experiment A - Desription of the interferene senario. Evolution of the
DoA and power level of the interferene signal.
• Table III. Experiment B - Desription of the interferene senario. Evolution of
the DoAs and power levels of the interferene signals.
• Table IV. Experiment C - Desription of the interferene senario. Evolution of
the DoAs and power levels of the interferene signals.
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ν [V ] ζ [V ] α α˜ β [deg] β˜ [deg] ∆ δ
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0102 0 52.15 0.0102 0.0102
0.5 0.0 0.5 0.3793 0 0.00 0.1207 0.1207
0.0 −0.5 0.5 0.3715 270 275.62 0.1353 0.1285
−0.5 0.0 0.5 0.3890 180 180.59 0.1111 0.1110
0.0 0.5 0.5 0.3737 90 103.89 0.1639 0.1263
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2
4
l Ψd (tl) [mW ] φ
u
(tl) [deg] Ψ
u
(tl) [mW ]
1 100 69 150
2 100 111 20
3 100 132 80
4 100 111 80
5 100 99 50
Tab. II - M. Benedetti et al., A Fully-Adaptive Smart Antenna Prototype: ...
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l φu1 (tl) [deg] φ
u
2 (tl) [deg]
1 111 69
2 111 78
3 114 132
4 69 48
Tab. III - M. Benedetti et al., A Fully-Adaptive Smart Antenna Prototype: ...
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l φu1 (tl) [deg] φ
u
2 (tl) [deg] φ
u
3 (tl) [deg]
1 108 66 102
2 108 66 78
3 78 48 63
4 120 132 102
Tab. IV - M. Benedetti et al., A Fully-Adaptive Smart Antenna Prototype: ...
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